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Abstract
When selecting projects, asset managers have
always asked the question, “How do I get the
best bang for the buck?” It’s a simple question
that’s always been hard to answer, because not
all projects are equal in terms of their costs,
benefits, durations or dependencies. The ability
to compile an ideal list of projects that satisfies
all constraints and the primary objectives of
the enterprise is an elusive goal and is widely
regarded as the holy grail of asset management
[1, 2].
Many organizations have investigated strategies
to achieve this broad goal but with limited
success. Project ranking (“stack ranking”) is a
widely used technique because of its simplicity
and is a step in the right direction; however,
strategies involving project optimization come
much closer to this goal. This paper presents the
principles used in both methods and draws
comparisons to quantitatively evaluate how well
each method performs. A case study from a
water utility is then presented to demonstrate
how a commercially available solution deals with
project optimization.
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Learning with an example
The principles of project stack ranking and project optimization are best understood with an
example. Table 1 illustrates a simple, hypothetical example. There are a total of 10 projects1, each
for the replacement of a transformer, listed in no particular order. Further, important details such
as total project cost, utility (the benefit to be gained by selecting this project for implementation)
and rank (the priority or relative ranking of this project with respect to the others; the lower the
number higher the priority) are provided. Rank and utility are related in that a project that is ranked
higher on the replacement list has a higher utility value.

Table 1: Project description
ExternalID

Project Name

Description

Cost ($)

Utility

Rank

Project_Xfmr_Replace_1

P1

Replace transformer with assetID set to 7000266

$1382300

100

1

Project_Xfmr_Replace_10

P10

Replace transformer with assetID set to 3162205

$414,690

91

10

Project_Xfmr_Replace_2

P2

Replace transformer with assetID set to UCS28511

$691,150

99

2

Project_Xfmr_Replace_9

P9

Replace transformer with assetID set to C0114851

$691,150

92

9

Project_Xfmr_Replace_3

P3

Replace transformer with assetID set to PKP98141

$691,150

98

3

Project_Xfmr_Replace_8

P8

Replace transformer with assetID set to D577053

$661,100

93

8

Project_Xfmr_Replace_4

P4

Replace transformer with assetID set toGM951311

$691,150

91

4

Project_Xfmr_Replace_7

P7

Replace transformer with assetID set to 700918

$2,073,450

94

7

Project_Xfmr_Replace_5

P5

Replace transformer with assetID set to ML92048

$691,150

96

5

Project_Xfmr_Replace_6

P6

Replace transformer with assetID set to 26342016301

$414,690

95

6

1 For simplicity, projects considered for this analysis are “all-or-nothing” projects. That is, the project is selected (funded) in full or not
at all (rejected). In the real world, partial project funding may be considered (street lighting projects, for example).
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Project stack ranking
Stack ranking is used very commonly by most asset management personnel and is an industry
best practice as well [3]. The question is, “What projects should be selected for a given budget?”
The answer would depend on the budget amount and our ability to rank the projects in proper
order. Table 2 shows the same projects as in Table 1. However, the projects are ordered based
on the rank and a new column showing the cumulative cost has been inserted—that is,
the projects are now stacked by rank order.

Table 2: Projects in stacked order (by rank)
Project
Name

Description

Cost ($)

Utility

Rank

Cumulative
Cost ($)

Project_Xfmr_Replace_1

P1

Replace transformer with assetID set to 7000266

$1382300

100

1

$1,382,300

Project_Xfmr_Replace_2

P2

Replace transformer with assetID set to UCS28511

$691,150

99

2

$2,073,450

Project_Xfmr_Replace_3

P3

Replace transformer with assetID set to PKP98141

$691,150

98

3

$2,764,600

Project_Xfmr_Replace_4

P4

Replace transformer with assetID set toGM951311

$691,150

91

4

$3,455,750

Project_Xfmr_Replace_5

P5

Replace transformer with assetID set to ML92048

$691,150

96

5

$4,146,900

Project_Xfmr_Replace_6

P6

Replace transformer with assetID set to 26342016301

$414,690

95

6

$4,561,590

Project_Xfmr_Replace_7

P7

Replace transformer with assetID set to 700918

$2,073,450

94

7

$6,635,040

Project_Xfmr_Replace_8

P8

Replace transformer with assetID set to D577053

$661,100

93

8

$7,296,140

Project_Xfmr_Replace_9

P9

Replace transformer with assetID set to C0114851

$691,150

92

9

$7,987,290

Project_Xfmr_Replace_10

P10

Replace transformer with assetID set to 3162205

$414,690

91

10

$8,401,980

ExternalID

Based on the stacked order in Table 2, it is clear that for a budget of $8,401,980, all 10 projects
will be selected for a total utility value of 955. For any other budget value, Table 2 may be used
to determine what projects are selected. For example, if the budget is $1,500,000, the first project
is selected for a total utility value of 100 and an unused budget of $117,700, while the remaining
nine projects (ranked 2 through 10) are rejected as shown by color in Table 3 (green = selected,
red = rejected).

Table 3: Projects in stacked order showing selected projects
Project
Name

Description

Cost ($)

Utility

Rank

Cumulative
Cost ($)

Project_Xfmr_Replace_1

P1

Replace transformer with assetID set to 7000266

$1382300

100

1

$1,382,300

Project_Xfmr_Replace_2

P2

Replace transformer with assetID set to UCS28511

$691,150

99

2

$2,073,450

Project_Xfmr_Replace_3

P3

Replace transformer with assetID set to PKP98141

$691,150

98

3

$2,764,600

Project_Xfmr_Replace_4

P4

Replace transformer with assetID set toGM951311

$691,150

91

4

$3,455,750

Project_Xfmr_Replace_5

P5

Replace transformer with assetID set to ML92048

$691,150

96

5

$4,146,900

Project_Xfmr_Replace_6

P6

Replace transformer with assetID set to 26342016301

$414,690

95

6

$4,561,590

Project_Xfmr_Replace_7

P7

Replace transformer with assetID set to 700918

$2,073,450

94

7

$6,635,040

Project_Xfmr_Replace_8

P8

Replace transformer with assetID set to D577053

$661,100

93

8

$7,296,140

Project_Xfmr_Replace_9

P9

Replace transformer with assetID set to C0114851

$691,150

92

9

$7,987,290

Project_Xfmr_Replace_10

P10

Replace transformer with assetID set to 3162205

$414,690

91

10

$8,401,980

ExternalID
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Project optimization
The same problem of project selection may be cast in another
way: “What combination of projects provides the highest utility
value for a given budget?” To answer this question, we must
first create combinations, then eliminate combinations that
violate constraints, and finally choose the combination that has
the largest utility value [4]. How hard can that be? Even with our
simplified example, it can be pretty hard.
In this simplified case, the total number of possible
combinations is 1,0232, which corresponds to a selection
of 1, 2, 3…10 projects at a time from a total of 10 projects.
Writing out all 1,023 combinations would take a long time…
it would take even longer to eliminate those combinations that
violate the given budget constraint. At least after that, ranking
the remaining combinations by largest utility value summation
would be comparatively easier and the optimal combination
may be eventually found!

Table 4. Feasible project combinations based on budget
Combination type

One project
at a time

To demonstrate the optimization problem, consider the
selection of projects that would yield the highest total utility for
a budget value of $1,500,000 based on Table 1. Table 4 shows
only the feasible combinations (37) to limit the total number
of combinations (1,023) that would be otherwise be possible.
Feasible combinations are based on the budget constraint
($1,500,000) such that all combinations where the total cost
exceeds this budget are dropped. Of these feasible
combinations, the selection of projects P2 and P3 provides
the highest total utility (197) for the given budget ($1,500,000)
with an unused budget of $117,700.

Stack ranking
vs. optimization
The example shows that each method of project selection
provides different results for the same budget ($1,500,000).
In the case of stack ranking, project P1 was selected for a total
utility value of 100, whereas in the case of optimization, two
projects (P2 and P3) were selected for a total utility value of 197,
almost twice the value obtained from the stack ranking process!
This makes a huge difference when applied on a large scale.

r=10
n!
2 Mathematically, this is the sum, S = ∑ r=1 10 Cr, where nCr= (n-r)!r!

Two projects
at a time

Project Name

Total cost ($)

Total utility

P1

$1,382,300

100

P2

$691,150

99

P3

$691,150

98

P4

$691,150

97

P5

$691,150

96

P6

$414,690

95

P8

$661,100

93

P9

$691,150

92

P10

$414,690

91

P2, P3

$1,382,300

197

P2, P4

$1,382,300

196

P2, P5

$1,382,300

195

P2, P6

$1,105,840

194
192

P2, P8

$1,382,300

P2, P9

$1,382,300

191

P2, P10

$1,105,840

190

P3, P4

$1,382,300

195

P3, P5

$1,382,300

194

P3, P6

$1,105,840

193

P3, P8

$1,382,300

191

P3, P9

$1,382,300

190

P3, P10

$1,105,840

189

P4, P5

$1,382,300

193

P4, P6

$1,105,840

192

P5, P8

$1,382,300

190

P4, P9

$1,382,300

189

P4, P10

$1,105,840

188

P5, P6

$1,105,840

191

P5, P8

$1,382,300

189
188

P5, P9

$1,382,300

P5, P10

$1,105,840

187

P6, P8

$1,105,840

188

P6, P9

$1,105,840

187

P6, P10

$829,380

186

P8, P9

$1,382,300

185

P8, P10

$1,105,840

184

P9, P10

$1,105,840

183
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Project optimization in real life
In its simplest form, optimization – project selection in our present context – means selecting
a portfolio of projects such that a given objective is achieved, subject to all constraints.
As noted in the example in Table 4, the objective is to maximize the utility value of the portfolio
while ensuring that the budget constraint is not violated.
In real life, optimization objectives and constraints are typically much more complex. For example,
the utility concept used here may comprise multiple components such as finance, societal,
performance, reliability, risk, etc., each bringing a different dimension to the optimization
objective3. Projects spanning multiple years pose unique challenges because the optimization
has to account for the time value of money and the realization of benefits accrued over time.
Complicating this further is the fact that underlying risk factors may also evolve over
the same time frame.
Project constraints can be multi-dimensional. These may appear in the form of dependencies,
budgets, groups, timing and labor [5]. Each category of constraints is discussed
in the following section.

3 Project optimization could include multiple objectives and multiple constraints.
For the purpose of our formulation, a single objective is considered without any loss of generality.
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Dependencies
Projects may be mutually exclusive such that if one project is selected, another to which
it is related may not be selected in the same portfolio. Projects may be mutually inclusive such
that if one is selected, the other is also selected. Projects may be such that one project requires
another but this relationship is not reciprocal. Finally, projects may also be mandatory so that
they must be included in every portfolio (regulatory projects, for example).

Budgets
Budgets may be of different kinds (capital expenditure, operations & maintenance expenditure,
etc.) and an optimal portfolio must not violate any of the budgetary limits. That is, when the project
costs within each budget category for the portfolio are summed up, the sums must be less than
or equal to the corresponding total budget limit for that category. Annual budget limits pose
further complications when projects span multiple years.

Groups
Projects may be grouped based on various criteria (for example, by regions – north, south, east,
west) and constraints may be set up based on maximum and/or minimum limits. For example,
at least $10,000 must be spent on projects in the northern region or no more than $500,000
must be spent on projects in the same region.

Timing
Timing constraints are generally either absolute (imposed by the calendar) or relative (imposed
by the timing of other projects). An example of an absolute constraint would be a project that must
not start before a certain date or it must start on a given date. An example of a relative constraint
would be a project that cannot or will not start until after another project has been completed.

Labor
Labor constraints belong to a special category because they exhibit characteristics of hard
budgets (for example, labor cost or labor hours for the portfolio must not exceed a certain
number) and timing (crews are not available in a time window). Consequently, dealing with labor
constraints has always been a difficult problem for portfolio optimization. In light of the above
real-life complexities, resource constrained project scheduling (RCPS)4 is a logical approach
to the project optimization problem.

4 RCPS accounts for the timing dependencies amongst projects in portfolio optimisation. Unlike the familiar ‘Knapsack’ formulation, which
addresses resource constraints only, this approach recognises that timing constraints play a significant role in portfolio optimisation.
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Hitachi Energy’s Asset Investment
Planning solution
Seeing the data in Table 4 presented in such a clear, concise format, it’s easy to recognize
the benefit of being able to objectively evaluate and select projects through optimization.
However, a typical enterprise might run optimizations of 1,000 projects or more, which means
a exponential increase in the possible number of permutations that need to be taken into
consideration. It’s simply not possible to do with the ubiquitous spreadsheet. Fortunately,
there are mathematical algorithms that leverage mixed integer programming that make
this task much easier!
Working with its customers, Hitachi Energy has built a comprehensive Asset Investment Planning
(AIP) solution to help utility asset managers conduct financial risk analysis and make project
selections to build an optimal project portfolio. This solution is available as a cloud-based service
and accessible to customers on a subscription basis.
With Hitachi Energy’s AIP solution, users may upload information related to their projects, score
projects based on a unified risk framework and run various studies to create optimal portfolios.
A comparison feature is provided so that a user may look at multiple studies to understand
the relative merits of one portfolio over another.
The ultimate goal of this AIP solution is to help customers implement the process of asset
investment planning in a seamless manner. It does this by bringing in projects and all underlying
data from across the enterprise into one application that provides a capital plan as its final output,
as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Asset investment planning process
Transmission
Distribution
Communications
Projects
IT
Optimization objectives
Corporate goals
Risk minimization
Budget minimization
“Value” optimization

Constraints
Risk
Budget
Manpower
Timing
Porfolio A
Porfolio B
Porfolio N

SCENARIO
ANALYSIS
Optimized
capital plan
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Case study
A water utility creates an optimal portfolio
We began with a hypothetical example, but now let’s see a real-world case study in which a water utility used
Hitachi Energy’s AIP software to create an optimal portfolio. A total of 61 projects were considered as part
of the study and various scenarios, each subject to a different budget level, were studied. The AIP solution
was used to perform a standard project ranking. Figure 2 shows that for the given overall budget ($230
million), 42 projects were selected (out of a possible 61) for a total utility of 4.205 million, leaving $26.2 million
of unused budget. Not too bad.

Figure 2. Results of project stack ranking

Now let’s take a look at the results of optimizing a portfolio using Hitachi Energy’s AIP solution. Figure 3
shows the summary of a portfolio for the same budget of $230 million. In this case, 55 projects were
selected (out of a possible 61) for a total utility of 4.365 million, leaving $6.6 million of unused budget.

Figure 3. Results of portfolio optimization
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Figure 4 shows the corresponding key performance indicators (KPIs) that contribute to the project
utility by each group. In this case, projects have been grouped into six groups: Administration,
Army Base, Atlantic, Boat Harbor, Chesapeake Bay and General. Figure 5 shows the project costs
for those in the optimal portfolio by the same categorization (by group).

Figure 4. Results of portfolio optimization – showing KPIs by group

Figure 5. Results of portfolio optimization – showing project costs by group

The utility decided to implement the optimization solution since it allocated capital in a more
efficient manner. More projects were selected (55 vs 42) for the same budget ($230 million)
and less money ($6.6 million vs $26.2 million) was left unused – clearly proving that more utility
was being obtained for the same budget.

Conclusion
How to make the best use of limited budgets will always be a complex question, but portfolio
optimization offers clear advantages over the old method of stack ranking. And with mathematical
algorithms that leverage mixed integer programming, Hitachi Energy’s Asset Investment Planning
solution makes portfolio optimization a possibility even for large organizations with thousands
of projects.
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